LIST OF CHARACTERS FOR EXPANSION PACK #1- FOR THE HOST’S EYES ONLY
You may play these players in any combination – they are all optional. There are four females and four males
in this pack.
The new free guest pre-game link is: http://yourmysteryparty.com/valentinemurder

NAME AND OCCUPATION

AGApe HUGGER
SECRET AGENT

Optional Female

ROMEO HUGGER
SECRET AGENT
Optional Male

SUGAR SPICE
TELEVISION STAR
Optional Female

STORGE SPICE
MOVIE STAR

Optional Male

ANGEL VALENTINE
BRIDAL SHOP OWNER
Optional Female

BEAU VALENTINE
CARDIAC SURGEON
Optional Male

FANTASIA ZEAL
TRAVEL AGENT
Optional Female

DESCRIPTION

SUGGESTED ATTIRE

Agapé Hugger is the mysterious secret agent. Nobody
knows what agency or government she works for, and
she’s been spotted recently with her husband and other
fellow agents canvassing the town of Amorville.
This character can be expanded to include fellow
secret agents (M/F) to play with Agapé (and Romeo)
as a team.

Black suit. Dark
glasses and optional
ear piece, toy gun.

Romeo Hugger is the shadowy secret agent who stands
back in crowds to watch the scene. Nobody knows what
agency or government he works for, and if you catch a
glimpse of Romeo – his wife and fellow agents aren’t far.

Black suit. Dark
glasses and optional
ear piece, toy gun.

Sugar Spice is a major Hollywood diva. In recent years,
she and her husband have had a reality television crew
following them 24-7 for their reality show, Meet the Spices.
Sugar isn’t known for having a high IQ or a shred of
common sense - but it makes for good television!
This character can be expanded to include the Spice
Entourage (M/F) to play with them as a team.
Storge Spice is a seasoned Hollywood action hero.
Considered to be one of the top film stars, he’s recently
added the small screen to his filmography with a reality
show with his wife, Meet the Spices. Storge often speaks
with clichés and performs random rhymes about situations
going on around him. Some people find his behavior odd,
but others find it hysterical.
Angel Valentine is a former hardworking barista at the
Amorville coffee shop. After becoming engaged to a
wealthy surgeon, she became a pampered princess and
opened a trendy upscale bridal shop. Since she tied the
knot, her sugary sweet disposition has melted into a foul,
ill-mannered spirit. Nonetheless, Angel is anything but
boring.

Hollywood glam
attire. Black and
white photos and a
sharpie marker for
autographs are
optional.

Originally hailing from Australia, Beau Valentine is the
arrogant, exaggerating cardiac surgeon and recent
newlywed. Beau can win you over with his Australian
charm, but don’t be fooled; Beau cares about one thing
and one thing only…Beau Valentine.
Fantasia’s a helpful travel agent and dedicated friend to
everyone. If you need a shoulder to cry on…grab
Fantasia’s! She’s known to give excellent advice and is
the most comforting person around! However, dodge the
black cloud above her head, as the Zeal’s are known for
their notorious rotten luck!
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Hollywood glam
attire. Black and
white photos and a
sharpie marker for
autographs are
optional.
Wedding dress or
semi-formal white
dress / outfit with
optional veil and
bridal bouquet.
Tuxedo or any type
of black suit.
Boutonnière is
optional and a
stethoscope is
optional.
Business casual
attire. It’s optional to
bring pamphlets of
romantic vacation
destinations.

EROS ZEAL
JEWELER

If you looked up narcissism in the dictionary, Eros Zeal’s
picture would be plastered by the description. Eros is the
self-loving jeweler with a slight exaggeration problem.
Eros is also known for a considerable streak of ill fortune.

Optional Male
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Business casual
attire. It’s optional to
bring large diamond
(rhinestone)
costume jewelry
pieces.

